
CARE INSTRUCTION
Axis Side Table



Axis Side Table
Congratulations on your new Kristina Dam Studio design! 

The design of the Axis Side Table consists of geometrical shapes 
that form a solid, timeless side table with references to the classic 
trolley. The clean construction has an architectural and sculptural 
expression, showcasing the warmth of the wood. Crafted from 
oiled FSC-certified oak.

The oiled treated wood will develop a natural patina that becomes 
more beautiful over time. Wipe with a clean, dry cloth, and if 
needed, only use a soft cloth wrung in hot water, wiping with 
a dry cloth immediately after.

Do not use any solvents, chemicals, or cleaning agents with 
sanding qualities, as these will permanently damage the surface. 

Indoor use only.

For more care and maintenance guidelines, please go to 
kristinadamstudio.dk

–

Design: Omayra Maymó

“Omayra Maymó is one of Spain’s most talented interior 
designers, and it is a true pleasure collaborating with a person 
who is so meticulous in her design process and so passionate 
about every single curve, detail and line in the final product.” 
                          
                    Kristina Dam Studio



Studio
Arches and architecture are the essences of the Kristina Dam 
Studio’s monochrome collections. Founded in 2012 by graphic 
designer Kristina Dam with the initial design idea for the studio to 
create industrial designs with an art-based approach, making art 
and sculptures accessible to everyone. 

At Kristina Dam Studio, we call our design approach “Sculptural 
Minimalism”. We define sculptural minimalism by merging the 
artist’s meticulous attention to detail with the architect’s vision 
and spatial understanding. 

The respect for nature’s materials is integral to every piece, the 
passion for diligent craftsmanship is evident in every item, and 
each design is more than just interior objects.

All our products are made from high quality and long-lasting 
materials. Please follow our care instructions and treat your 
new item accordingly.

All products are designed in Copenhagen, Denmark.
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